This paper extends the relation established for group cohomology by Green, Hunton and Schuster between chromatic phenomena in stable homotopy theory and certain natural subrings of singular cohomology. This exploits the theory due to Henn, Lannes and Schwartz of unstable algebras over the Steenrod algebra localized away from nilpotents. 55S10, 55N20; 18F20
Introduction
There is a relation between the chromatic filtration of stable homotopy theory and a stratification of the algebraic variety associated to the cohomology of a finite group which was made explicit by the work of Green, Hunton and Schuster [4] . The purpose of this paper is to investigate generalizations of this theory, by exploiting the theory of unstable algebras over the Steenrod algebra for singular cohomology with coefficients in a prime field.
The motivation for the constructions was provided by the Chern ring for group cohomology. A unitary representation G → U(n) of a finite group G induces a morphism of classifying spaces BG → BU by passage to the infinite unitary group. The induced morphism in singular cohomology H * (BU) → H * (BG) is a morphism of rings and the Chern subring Ch * (BG) ⊂ H * (BG) is defined to be the subring generated by the image.
The space BU is the connected component of the base point of the space Ω ∞ KU associated to unitary K -theory. This suggests a natural definition of a Chern subring associated to an arbitrary spectrum E; a further generalization is obtained by considering any topological space in place of BG. For a general topological space X , there are inclusions of algebras Ch *
where Ch * E (X) generalizes the Chern subring and H * E (X) is a larger subring defined by a generalization of the construction.
Localization away from nilpotents
The theory of Henn, Lannes and Schwartz of localization away from nilpotent unstable modules is a fundamental tool in studying cohomology rings up to F -isomorphism (see [6, 9, 12] ).
The full subcategory of nilpotent unstable modules is written N il; localization of the abelian category U away from the nilpotent modules yields the abelian quotient category U/N il. There is the corresponding construction for the category K/N il, in which the F -isomorphisms become invertible [6, page 1077 ].
An unstable module M ∈ U is naturally the colimit of its finitely generated submodules in U , hence the vector space Hom U (M, H * (BV)) has a natural profinite structure for V an elementary abelian p-group; Hom U (M, H * (BV)) denotes the continuous dual. Similarly, an unstable algebra K ∈ K is naturally the filtered colimit of its subobjects in K which are finitely generated as algebras over the Steenrod algebra, hence the set Hom K (K, H * (BV)) has a natural profinite structure.
Notation
(1) Let E denote the category of F-vector spaces and let E f denote the full subcategory of finite-dimensional vector spaces.
(2) Let F denote the category of functors from E f to E and let F ω ⊂ F denote the full subcategory of analytic functors. (A functor is analytic if it is the colimit of its finite subobjects, where an object of F is termed finite if it has a composition series of finite length).
(3) Let PS denote the category of profinite sets and continuous morphisms, which are denoted by Map c (−, −).
(4) Let G denote the category of functors from E f to PS op ; thus G op is equivalent to the category of functors from E f op to PS .
The functors f , g fit into a commutative diagram in which Θ denotes the forgetful functor:
Remark
It is frequently convenient to consider the functor g op : K op → G op in place of g; the functor g op corresponds to a contravariant functor on K with values in the category of presheaves of profinite sets on E f .
Definition [6]
An object G ∈ G is analytic if the functor Hom PS op (F, G) is analytic in F . The full subcategory of analytic functors in G is denoted by G ω .
The fundamental result of Henn, Lannes, and Schwartz [6] is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem [6]
The functors f , g induce equivalences of categories:
Remark
The functors which induce the inverse equivalences are induced by the respective right adjoints a : G → K and m : F → U to the functors g : K → G and f : U → F (see [6] ).
Subalgebras of singular cohomology
This section recalls the definition of the generalized Chern subring which is associated to a spectrum, following Green, Hunton and Schuster [4] . For later convenience, various quotients of the set of homotopy classes [Z, X] associated to cohomology functors are introduced using the Hurewicz morphism. The relationships between these functors are explored.
3.0.1 Notation Throughout this section, let E denote a spectrum; the associated Ω-spectrum is denoted E • .
Fundamental properties
The results of Green, Hunton and Schuster [4] depend on certain fundamental properties of the cohomology theory E * which are developed axiomatically in this section. These results are rephrased here by using the functors [−, −] E and [−, −] H E which were introduced in Section 3.3.
Throughout this section, E denotes a fixed spectrum, n denotes a nonnegative integer, and Z and X denote topological spaces in T op.
The Hurewicz hypotheses
The following hypothesis allows morphisms in E-cohomology to be detected in cohomology.
Hypothesis The Hurewicz hypothesis H E (X) holds if
is a monomorphism.
Remark
There is an even space variant: the even Hurewicz hypothesis [4, Theorem 4.1] Recall that the spectrum E(n) is the complete version of the Johnson-Wilson theory E(n) [2] and has coefficient ring the completion of
Example
n ] with respect to the ideal I n :
The following Proposition is the fundamental role of the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (Z) in separating morphisms in E-cohomology. Recall there is a natural transformation Q E : [Z, X] E → [Z, X] H E which was introduced in the statement of Proposition 3.3.6.
Proposition
Suppose that the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (Z) holds, then the map
Proof It is sufficient to establish that the map is injective. Let f 1 , f 2 : Z ⇒ X be morphisms for which the morphisms H * E (f 1 ), H * E (f 2 ) : H * E (X) ⇒ H * E (Z) coincide and consider the commutative diagram
where the bottom arrows are induced by H * E (f 1 ), H * E (f 2 ) and hence coincide. The right hand vertical arrow is a monomorphism by hypothesis H E (Z); the result follows. 
Height-n detection
The examples of spectra E which are of interest in applications correspond to complexoriented cohomology theories. For such theories, there is a description of the cohomology E * (BV) of an elementary abelian p-group in terms of the associated formal group. The work of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel [7] highlights a fundamental property of a cohomology theory, which is termed height-n detection here. This is the key ingredient to the constructions of this paper.
Notation
For H a functor from T op op to the category of sets, V a finitedimensional F-vector space and n a nonnegative integer, denote by
the morphism adjoint to the evaluation morphism Hom(F n , V) × H(BV) → H(BF n ).
Definition
The spectrum E satisfies the height-n detection property if the morphism
is a monomorphism for all V ∈ E f .
Remark
There is an even space variant: the spectrum E satisfies the even height-n detection property if the above condition is satisfied for the functor E 2 * .
Hypothesis
Let E be a complex-oriented ring spectrum which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) the coefficient ring E * is a complete, local graded ring with graded maximal ideal m;
(2) the graded residue field κ : = E * /m has characteristic p > 0;
(3) the ring p −1 E * is nonzero; (4) the induced formal group over E * /m has height n.
Proposition
A complex-oriented ring spectrum E which satisfies Theorem 4.2.4 satisfies the height-n detection property.
Proof See the proof of [4, Proposition 3.6].
Example
The following theories satisfy the height-n detection property:
(1) the I n -adically complete Johnson-Wilson theory E(n);
(2) Morava's integral lift of n-th Morava K -theory, which has coefficient ring
, where W(F p n ) denotes the Witt vectors; (3) the Lubin-Tate theory E n with coefficient ring
The fundamental consequence of the height-n detection property is given by the following result, which is a formal consequence of the hypothesis.
Proposition
Suppose that the spectrum E satisfies the height-n detection property. Then the map
is injective, for V ∈ E f an elementary abelian p-group.
Proof Straightforward.
Combining the Hurewicz and the height-n detection properties
The above results combine to give the following Corollary; there is an analogous result when restricting to the even spaces of the Ω-spectrum.
Corollary
Suppose that E satisfies the height-n detection property and that the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (BF n ) is satisfied. Then the map
is bijective.
Proof The map Q E is surjective by Proposition 3.3.6, thus we must show that Q E is injective; hence it is sufficient to show that the composite
Consider the commutative diagram
The right hand vertical arrow is a bijection by Proposition 4.1.4, and the top map is injective by Proposition 4.2.7. The result follows.
Filtrations of categories of presheaves
This section considers natural ways of defining filtrations on certain functor categories. This is presented for general categories of presheaves and is then specialized to the cases of interest, namely certain natural filtrations of the functor category G . The definitions of this section are motivated by the height-n detection property introduced in Section 4.2.
When applied to unstable algebras, the constructions introduce a family of functors α n : K → K , for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}. These functors take values in nilclosed unstable algebras; they are defined in Section 5.6 and their basic properties are established in Proposition 5.6.2 and Theorem 5.6.3.
Generalities for presheaves
Throughout this section, let C denote an (essentially) small category.
Notation
(2) Let C pf denote the category of presheaves with values in the category PS of profinite sets.
For clarity of presentation, the following definitions are considered only for the category of presheaves C .
Definition
Let D → C be a subcategory and let F ∈ C be a presheaf.
(1) For an object C ∈ C , let ∼ D denote the equivalence relation on F(C) defined by x ∼ D y if and only if j * (x) = j * (y) for each morphism j :
(2) Let β D F(C) denote the quotient set F(C)/∼ D .
Lemma
(5) The functor β D depends only upon the full subcategory generated by D .
The following result has important consequences:
Proposition
Let D → C be a full small subcategory, and let β D : C → C denote the induced functor. Then
(1) β D preserves surjections;
(2) β D preserves injections;
(3) β D commutes with finite products: namely, for presheaves F, G ∈ C , there is a
Proof The first statement is a consequence of the definition of β D as a natural quotient. The second statement is essentially formal: suppose that γ : F → G is an inclusion of presheaves and let x, y ∈ F(C) represent distinct elements in β D F . It is necessary to show that γ C x and γ C y represent distinct elements in
Let F, G ∈ C be presheaves and let C be an object in C . The result follows from the observation that (
A fundamental property of the construction β D
The notation of the previous section is maintained. Proof The forward implication is straightforward, hence consider the converse. If ν D : β D F → G is not a monomorphism, then there exist sections x, y ∈ F(C), for some object C of C such that x and y represent distinct elements in β D F(C) and ν(x) = ν(y). The first condition implies that there exists a morphism j :
Proposition
is not a monomorphism, by naturality, which implies the required result.
Presheaves of profinite sets
The general application of these constructions to unstable modules requires the consideration of presheaves with values in profinite sets. (For the applications of this paper, it would be sufficient to restrict to presheaves with values in finite sets).
Proposition
The functor β D : C → C induces a functor on the category of presheaves with values in profinite sets, β D : C pf → C pf .
Presheaves on finite-dimensional vector spaces
The motivating example is the category of presheaves of profinite sets on the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over the prime field F.
Notation
For n a nonnegative integer or ∞, let E f n denote the full subcategory of E f with set of objects {F t | t ≤ n}.
Recall that G denotes the category of functors from E f to PS op , so that G op is equivalent to a category of presheaves on E f with values in profinite sets. The general definitions for presheaves yield the following functors, in which attention must be paid to the variance.
Definition
For n a nonnegative integer or ∞, let β n : G op → G op denote the functor β E f n defined on the category of presheaves on E f with values in profinite sets.
By construction, there is a canonical surjection in G op , G β n G for each G ∈ G .
Proposition
For n a nonnegative integer:
(1) the functor β ∞ is equivalent to the identity functor;
(2) there is a natural surjection β n + 1 β n of endofunctors on G op which occurs in the diagram of natural transformations
Proof The first statement is clear; to prove the second, it is sufficient to show that the natural transformation 1 → β n factorizes naturally across β n + 1 .
Let G be an object of G op and consider sections s 0 , s 1 ∈ G(V) such that, for any morphism j : F n+1 → V , the sections j * s 0 and j * s 1 are equal in G(F n+1 ). Consider a morphism k : F n → V ; there exists a factorization F n → F n+1 j → V across a morphism j. It follows that k * s 0 = k * s 1 , which implies that the morphism 1 β n factors across 1 β n + 1 , as required.
Example
Let Hom(−, W) denote the object of G op given by V → Hom(V, W) (forgetting the abelian structure) and let n be a nonnegative integer. Linearity implies that β n Hom(−, W) ∼ = Hom(−, W), so that the filtration of Hom(−, W) provided by β n as n varies is constant.
Proposition
For n a nonnegative integer or ∞, the functor β n restricts to a functor β n :
Proof Consider an object G ∈ G op which corresponds to an analytic functor. The canonical surjection G β n G induces a monomorphism in F under the functor Map c (−, F). This identifies Map c (β n G, F) as a subobject of an analytic functor by the hypothesis on G, hence β n G is analytic, as required.
Functors induced from
The theory of Henn, Lannes and Schwartz [6] provides an elegant treatment of unstable algebras of transcendence degree d , for d a nonnegative integer. This section shows that the functors β n restrict well to this theory. For d a 
Notation
fundamental property is the following result. The following result gives a criterion for the natural transformation 1 → β n to yield an isomorphism when evaluated on an object.
Proposition
For nonnegative integers n and d and S ∈ G d op a profinite presheaf on E f d , there is a natural isomorphism
In particular for n ≥ d , there is an identification β n (i d S) = i d S.
Proof Write G for i d S, then there is a natural surjection G β n G. From the definitions, it is clear that there is an identification e d (β n G) = β n (e d G). The composite
is a monomorphism by Lemma 5.5.3. This implies the first statement; the second follows immediately.
The functor α n and unstable algebras
The functor β n op induces a functor on the category K/N il by Theorem 2.1.4;
composing with the functors involved in the nil-localization K K/N il yields a functor on the category K of unstable algebras. (Note that the variance considerations for the functor g require passage to the opposite category.) The reader is referred to Henn, Lannes and Schwartz [6] for the relevant definitions concerning the nillocalization of unstable algebras.
Notation
For K ∈ K an unstable algebra and n a nonnegative integer or ∞, write α n K for the nilclosed unstable algebra which is associated to the functor β n op gK .
The properties of the functor β n : G op → G op imply the following properties of the induced functor on unstable algebras.
Proposition
For n a nonnegative integer or ∞ and K ∈ K an unstable algebra, the following properties hold.
(1) The association α n : K → α n K defines a functor α n : K → K with values in nilclosed unstable algebras.
(2) The functor α ∞ identifies with the nilclosure functor.
(3) The functor α n : K → K preserves injections.
(4) There is a commutative diagram of natural monomorphisms
Proof The result is a direct translation of Proposition 5.4.3 using Proposition 5.4.5 to apply Theorem 2.1.4.
The behaviour of the functors α n on unstable algebras of finite transcendence degree is described by the following result.
Theorem
is an unstable algebra of transcendence degree d then α n K is an unstable algebra of transcendence degree at most d . Moreover, if n ≥ d , then α n K identifies with the nilclosure of K .
Proof The result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.5.5.
On the varieties associated to the rings H * E (−)
The study of the algebraic variety associated to a ring H * E (X) is essentially equivalent to the study of the functor gH * E (X) ∈ G . The results of this section are stated for the rings H * E ; there are analogous results for the rings Ch * E .
Preliminaries
To generalize the results of Green, Hunton and Schuster [4] requires realizing morphisms between certain unstable algebras topologically. This uses part of the theory of unstable algebras.
Recall the nonlinear injectivity property of the objects H * (BV) ∈ K .
Proposition [12, Corollary 3.8.7]
For a monomorphism i : K → L and a morphism φ :
Corollary
Let X be a topological space for which the Hurewicz morphism [BV, X] → Hom K (H * (X), H * (BV)) is surjective, where V ∈ E f is an elementary abelian p-group. Then there are canonical bijections:
Proof The first bijection is a special case of Lemma 3.3.4. To prove the second, it is sufficient to show that the functor H * E induces a surjection from [BV, X] onto The hypothesis on the surjectivity of the Hurewicz homomorphism is satisfied, for example, if the topological space X satisfies the hypotheses of the following result.
Theorem [10]
Let X be a connected topological spaces which is of finite type, nilpotent and such that π 1 (X) is finite. Then the Hurewicz morphism
is an isomorphism.
Algebraic approximation to the rings H * E
The theory of the Chern subring for group cohomology [4] admits a partial generalization under suitable hypotheses; the general result is stated below in Theorem 6.2.1.
Theorem Suppose that there exists a positive integer n such that
(1) the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (BF n ) holds;
(2) E satisfies the height-n detection property.
Then for X a topological space for which the morphism
is surjective, the natural transformation 1 → β n induces an isomorphism of functors in
Proof The natural transformation 1 → β n is surjective, hence it is sufficient to prove injectivity. Let V ∈ E f be an elementary abelian p-group and let y 1 , y 2 ∈ gH * E (X)(V) be elements such that j * y 1 = j * y 2 , for all morphisms j : F n → V . The definition of the functor g : K op → G op together with Corollary 6.1.2 imply that the elements y i are represented by morphisms
The hypothesis upon the elements y i implies that the two composites in the following diagram coincide:
for all morphisms j :
coincide by Corollary 4.3.1; hence Proposition 4.1.4 implies that the elements y 1 and y 2 are equal. It follows that the canonical morphism g op H * E (X) β n g op H * E (X) is a monomorphism, as required.
6.2.2
Corollary Let E be a spectrum which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2.1, and let X be a topological space for which the morphism
is surjective. Then there is a canonical morphism
in K which induces a monomorphism in K/N il.
Proof Recall that the functor α ∞ coincides with the nil-localization functor and that there is a canonical morphism H * E (X) → α ∞ H * E (X) which induces an isomorphism in K/N il. There is a commutative diagram
in which the top horizontal morphism is an isomorphism by Theorem 6.2.1. The left hand vertical morphism is a monomorphism, since α n : K → K preserves injections. The result follows.
of surjections.
Proof The hypothesis implies that Q E : [BF n , X] E → [BF n , X] H E is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.1.4. The result follows from the commutative diagram
The following result gives a separation criterion which is sufficient to prove equality in K/N il between the unstable algebras H * E (X) and α n H * (X), under suitable hypotheses.
Proposition
Suppose that there exists a positive integer n such that (1) the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (BF n ) holds;
Let X ∈ T op be a space for which the morphism
is surjective.
Suppose that the morphism
, and it is sufficient to show that this is a monomorphism under the given hypothesis. It is sufficient to show that the morphism g op H * (X) → g op H * E (X) is a monomorphism when evaluated on F n by Proposition 5.2.1.
The hypothesis upon P H,E implies that the morphism [BF n , X] H → [BF n , X] H E is an isomorphism. Moreover, the surjectivity of the Hurewicz monomorphism implies that there is an isomorphism [BF n , X] H ∼ = Hom K (H * (X), H * (BF n )) and an isomorphism
is an isomorphism, as required.
An example for E = KU
The following example shows that the monomorphism in K/N il provided by Corollary 6.2.2 can be strict.
Example
Consider the Eilenberg-MacLane space K (F, 2) ; the results of Anderson and Hodgkin imply that K * (K(F, 2)) identifies with K * (pt) [1] . Theorem 4.6 of [8] implies that the subalgebras
of H * (X) coincide, hence Corollary 6.2.2 applies and there is a monomorphism in K/N il H 7.1.3 Definition For F ∈ C G p a functor which takes values in finite sets, let Ap(G) F be the functor in G op which is the coend of the functor F × Hom(−, −) [11, Chapter IX, Section 6] . Explicitly, this is the quotient of the functor
by the quotient relation which is induced for morphisms j : E 1 → E 2 in A p (G) by identifying the images of the morphisms
F(E 1 ) × Hom(V, E 1 ).
(1) Let F ∈ C G p be the constant functor sending each E ∈ A p (G) to a singleton set. (2) For X a finite G-CW-complex, let F X denote the functor sending E ∈ A p (G) to the set π 0 (X E )/C G (E), where C G (E) denotes the centralizer of E in G. The associated functor Ap(G) F X evaluated on V ∈ E f gives a set of equivalence classes with representatives of the form (a, x), where a is a morphism V → G and x ∈ π 0 (X Im(a) ).
Quillen's theorem on the variety of the ring H * (BG) has the following interpretation in the context of unstable algebras.
Theorem
For G a finite group and X a finite G-CW-complex, there are isomorphisms of functors in G op :
The second statement is equivalent to the description in terms of a limit over the Quillen category given in Proposition 7.1.7.
Borel cohomology
Throughout this section, let G be a finite group, let X be a finite G-CW-complex, and let n denote a fixed nonnegative integer. For clarity, the prime p is suppressed from the notation.
Generalized Chern rings for equivariant cohomology
The arguments of Green, Hunton and Schuster [4] generalize to prove the following Theorem, using the generalized character theory of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel [7] . There is an analogous result for the Chern subring, which is not stated here explicitly.
Theorem
Let E be a complex-oriented theory which satisfies Theorem 4.2.4 and the Hurewicz hypothesis H E (BF n p ), for a nonnegative integer n. Then the unstable algebra
Proof The proof is an application of Proposition 6.3.2 to the space EG × G X , which involves the following steps:
(1) The Hurewicz morphism
is surjective;
(2) The morphism which corresponds to P H,E ,
is injective.
These statements are proved in Section 8.2 and Section 8.4.
This provides the following generalization of Theorem 7.2.1 with respect to E(n).
Corollary
The unstable algebra Ch * E(n) (EG × G X) is F -isomorphic to α n H * (EG × G X), for n a nonnegative integer.
Proof Theorem 8.1.1 applies to the complete Johnson-Wilson theory E(n), by the results of [4] stated here in Theorem 4.1.3. Then Theorem 4.1 of [8] applies to replace the complete Johnson-Wilson theory by E(n).
Surjectivity of the Hurewicz morphism
This section establishes that the Hurewicz morphism
is surjective and gives an explicit model for the right hand side.
Definition
Let Y n denote the left G-, right Aut(F n )-set with elements pairs (α, [x]), where α : F n → G is a group homomorphism and [x] ∈ π 0 (X Im(α) ). The left G-action is via conjugation on Hom(F n , G) and is induced via the restricted action g : X Im(α) → X Im(gαg −1 ) ; the right Aut(F n )-action is via the canonical action upon Hom(F n , G).
Lemma
There is a map of sets Y n → [BF n , EG× G X] which sends a pair (α, [x] ) to the homotopy class of a morphism
where the first morphism is induced by [x] and the second morphism is induced by α.
Proof This is a standard geometric construction (see [7, Section 6] ).
The set Y n is related to the functor F X defined in Theorem 7.1.4 by the following result.
Proposition
There is a canonical isomorphism of right Aut(F n )-sets
Proof An object of A p (G) is an elementary abelian p-group V equipped with a monomorphism V → G. There is a map F X (V) × Hom(F n , V) → Y n which is induced by composition with V → G. It is straightforward to verify that this induces a surjective morphism
and that this is a monomorphism.
Corollary
The Hurewicz morphism is surjective and there are bijections
Separation
Throughout this section E, G and X satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 8. 
is injective, since the vertical morphism is an injection, by faithful flatness of L(E * ) over E * .
The set [BF n , EG× G X] H identifies with Y n /G by Corollary 8.2.4 and the ring L(E * )⊗ E * E * (EG × G X) identifies with Cl n (G, X; L(E * )) by Theorem 8.3.2.
Lemma There is a surjection
which is induced by restriction to elementary abelian subgroups and the passage to path-connected components.
Proof The inclusion of the subspace a∈Hom(F n ,G) X Im(a) of Fix n (G, X) induces a surjection E * (Fix n (G, X)) E * ( a∈Hom(F n ,G) X Im(a) ), which is a morphism of Gmodules.
There is a morphism of spaces Y n → a∈Hom(F n ,G) X Im(a) induced by choice of basepoint in each path-connected component. The morphism has a retract provided by the natural projection 1 → π 0 and it preserves the G-action up to homotopy; hence the morphism gives rise to a surjection
of G-modules.
The composite induces the required surjection, either by constructing a section as a morphism of G-modules or by using the exactness of the G-fixed point functor, as in the proof of [7, Theorem C].
Remark
The L(E * )-module L(E * ) ⊗ E * E * (Y n ) is a permutation G-module, free on basis indexed by the elements of Y n . It follows that the G-invariants form a free L(E * )-module indexed over the orbits Y n /G. 
in which the inclusion is induced by the morphism of Lemma 8.4.1.
Proof The result follows from the definition of the generalized character map.
Hence, the proof is completed by the following result.
Proposition
The morphismγ is a monomorphism.
Proof The L(E * )-module L(E * )⊗ E * E * (Y n ) G is a free L(E * )-module on basis indexed by the orbits Y n /G. Forȳ an orbit of Y n /G, the morphismγ(ȳ) is nontrivial and factors across the projection onto the direct summand indexed byȳ. The required injectivity follows.
